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Tucker Carlson On Project Veritas, Jordon Walker & Pfizer’s “Directed Evolution” Plans

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

By now, many of you will have seen Project Veritas' undercover video of Dr. Jordon Trishton

Walker, director of Research and Development for Strategic Operations and mRNA ScientiHc

Planning at PHzer, discussing an internal plan to "direct the evolution" of the COVID-19 virus in

order to make more money from COVID boosters. The video was released January 25, 2023.

Allegedly, the undercover journalist working with Project Veritas also worked at PHzer. This would

help explain Walker's surprising candor. However, during a later confrontation by Project Veritas,

Walker insisted he'd "lied" to impress a date.

"I'm literally a liar," Walker said when confronted by Project Veritas journalist James

O'Keefe in a New York City café. "I was trying to impress a person on a date — by lying."

P/zer Considering Mutating COVID to Drive Pro/ts

In the undercover video, you can hear Walker saying:

"You know how the virus keeps mutating? Well, one of the things we're exploring is, like,

why don't we just mutate it ourselves so we could focus on — so we could create and

preemptively develop new vaccines, right?

So, we have to do that. If we're gonna do that, though, there's a risk of, like, as you could

imagine, no one wants to be having a pharma company mutating f**king viruses.

So, we're like, do we want to do this? So, that's like one of the things we're considering,

for, like, the future, like maybe we can, like, create new versions of the vaccines and

things like that."

"OK. So, PHzer ultimately is thinking about mutating COVID?" the Project Veritas journalist asks,

to which Walker replies: "Well, that is not what we say to the public. No. That's why it was, it was a

thought that came up in a meeting." Later Walker says:

"Part of what they [PGzer scientists] want to do is, to some extent, to try to Ggure out, you

know, how there are all these new strains and variants that just pop up.

So, it's like trying to catch them before they pop up and we can develop a vaccine

prophylactically, like, for new variants. So, that's why they like, do it controlled in a lab,

where they say this is a new epitope, and so if it comes out later on in the public, we

already have a vaccine working."

"Oh my God. That's perfect. Isn't that the best business model though? Just control nature before

nature even happens itself, right?" the Project Veritas journalist says. "Yeah, if it works," Walker

replies. When asked for an explanation, Walker replies:

"Because some of the times there are mutations that pop up that we are not prepared for,

like the delta and omicron, and things like that. So, who knows? I mean, either way, it's

going to be a cash cow. COVID will probably be a cash cow for us for a while going

forward [laughs]."

Is P/zer Engaged in Illegal Gain-of-Function Research?

While Walker, at one point, states that this is just an idea they're considering for the future, later

he claims efforts to mutate the virus are "ongoing." So, which is it? Here's a transcription of that

conversation:

Project Veritas journalist: "So, I mean, when is PGzer going to implement the mutation of

all these viruses?"

Walker: "I don't know. It depends on how the experiments work out because this is just,

like, something we're trying, right?"

Project Veritas journalist: "It sounds like gain of function to me."

Walker: "I don't know, it's a little bit different. I think it's different. It's, like, this [thing] — it's

deGnitely not gain of function."

Project Veritas journalist: "It sounds like it is. I mean, it's OK [laughs]."

Walker: "No, no, no. But directed evolution is very different."

Project Veritas journalist: "Directed evolution, OK. Well, so, I mean, is that what it is?"

Walker: "Maybe. I don't know [laughs] … Well, you're not supposed to do gain-of-function

research with the viruses. They'd rather we not. But we do these selected structure

mutations to try to see if we can make them more potent. So, there is research ongoing

about that."

As noted by Carlson, it very much sounds like PHzer is engaged in illegal gain-of-function

research. Merely making up another term (directed evolution) doesn't change the end result.

Walker clearly stated that PHzer is doing research to make the virus "more potent," which is what

gain of function is all about. That research, Walker also admitted, is "ongoing," which means it's

currently happening, and not something merely pondered as a future possibility.
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How Is P/zer Mutating the COVID Virus?

Assuming Walker was telling the truth to his "date," just how is PHzer going about mutating COVID

into something "more potent"? According to Walker:

"… they're still kind of conducting the experiments on it, but it seems like, from what I've

heard, they're kind of optimizing it. But they're going slow, [be]cause everyone's very

cautions.

Like, you know, obviously they don't want to accelerate it too much. But I think they're

also just trying to do it as an exploratory thing, because you obviously don't want to

advertise that you're Gguring out future mutations …

But you have to be, like, very controlled to make sure that this virus that you mutate

doesn't create something [that], you know, just goes everywhere — which, I suspect, is the

way that the virus started in Wuhan, to be honest. Like, it makes no sense that this virus

popped out of nowhere. It's bullshit …

Don't tell anyone. Promise you won't tell anyone. The way it [the experiment] would work

is that we put the virus in monkeys, and we successively cause them to keep infecting

each other, and we collect serial samples from them."

As noted by Carlson, if you suspect the COVID pandemic was the result of a lab-created virus that

got out, why would you conduct the same kind of experiments and risk another, possibly worse,

pandemic?

Walker Admits Regulatory Capture Is Real

Walker also explains to his "date" how the drug industry has captured American regulators:

"It [PGzer] is a revolving door for all government oVcials. Yeah, for any industry though.

So, in the pharma industry, all the government oVcials who, you know, review our drugs,

eventually they come work for pharma companies. And the military, all the Army and

defense government oVcials eventually go work for the defense companies afterward."

When asked how he feels about that revolving door, Walker replies:

"It's pretty good for the industry, to be honest. But it's bad for everyone else in America."

When asked "Why is it bad for everybody else?" Walker explains:

"Because if the regulators, who review our drugs, you know that once they stop being a

regulator they want to go work for the company, they are not going to be as harsh on the

company where they're getting their job."

As noted by Carlson, this is a very clear and succinct description of regulatory capture, which

we've long suspected to be real. We've just not heard an industry executive admit it.

Is Walker Really a P/zer Exec?

In case you're wondering if Walker might have lied about working for PHzer, Project Veritas did its

homework before putting the video out. Screenshots  from PHzer's HR system "Workday" conHrm

Walker works under Global Pipeline Planning, just two levels below CEO Albert Bourla. His

immediate supervisor reports to Dr. Mikael Dolsten, who in turn reports directly to Bourla.

Walker's LinkedIn also conHrmed his position. Additional corroborations of his position can be

found on Brian O'Shea's Substack.

“ One of the strangest features of the Hall of
Mirrors in which we now live is that the public
facade of powerful institutions and corporations is
staffed with people who seem stunningly
incompetent and unserious. ~ John Leake”

As reported by the Substack Pharma Files:

"He works under Global Pipeline Planning. These are the people who plan new drugs (i.e.

analyzing disease trends and unmet needs and evaluating the demographics to see if

these drugs would be proGtable).

One of their primary responsibilities is ensuring R & D money goes into the right

therapeutic areas. For example, spend less R & D money on Gnding treatment for

diseases in some poor countries and put more R & D money into Gnding treatment for

diseases in developed countries because those governments are rich enough to

subsidize expensive drugs.

So, when you work in Pharma, usually there are terms that you use 'publicly,' and there are

terms that you use 'privately.' So, for example, his job description would be 'to evaluate

potential future diseases and unmet treatment needs.'

But privately, they are just looking for future drugs that potentially turn into cash cows.

That's why you hear him talk casually about 'cash cows.' This is very common among

execs in Pharma.

Terminologies are essential in Pharma because they don't want to get caught. Another

example is that he insists that this is not a 'Gain of Function' but 'Directed Evolution.'

For example, people who work in the Commercial side of Pharma are constantly trained

to say 'increasing patient treatment' instead of 'increasing sales' whenever they discuss

marketing tactics. You don't want to get caught, especially since some junior staffs

capture these in meeting minutes, and these meeting minutes might go public."

'Stunningly Incompetent and Unserious'

That people initially doubted Walker could be a PHzer executive isn't surprising, considering his

behavior. As noted by John Leake, who coauthored "The Courage to Face COVID-19" with Dr.

Peter McCullough:

"One of the strangest features of the Hall of Mirrors in which we now live is that the

public facade of powerful institutions and corporations is staffed with people who seem

stunningly incompetent and unserious …

[It] does seem incredible that a major corporation — one that has played a key role in

perpetrating a global criminal Gasco — is staffed with an executive who seems to have

been recruited at a frat party."

Walker isn't the only example of incompetence at PHzer. During an FDA Vaccines and Related

Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) meeting, (see video above) the FDA wanted

to know why PHzer's shot only contained 3 micrograms of mRNA while Moderna's contained 25

mcg. Was PHzer's mRNA just more ebcient at making cells produce spike protein?

The PHzer executive's response was that they "obviously, we don't have a complete understanding

of the nature in which the COVID vaccine works in terms of producing an immune response."

They just experimented and found that 3 mcgs seemed to work, but why that dose, they have no

clue. In other words, we're dealing with something that is the complete opposite of precision

medicine. This PHzer representative also lied, stating that the primary beneHt of the shot is that it

"prevents infection," which it never did, and wasn't designed to do.

P/zer Press Release Does Not Refute Walker's Statements

At 8 p.m., January 27, 2023, two days after Project Veritas released the video, PHzer Hnally

published a response via press release.  Oddly enough, the press release actually seems to

substantiate Walker's claims rather than refute them:

"New York, N.Y., January 27, 2023 — Allegations have recently been made related to gain

of function and directed evolution research at PGzer and the company would like to set

the record straight.

In the ongoing development of the PGzer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, PGzer has not

conducted gain of function or directed evolution research. Working with collaborators, we

have conducted research where the original SARS-CoV-2 virus has been used to express

the spike protein from new variants of concern.

This work is undertaken once a new variant of concern has been identiGed by public

health authorities. This research provides a way for us to rapidly assess the ability of an

existing vaccine to induce antibodies that neutralize a newly identiGed variant of concern.

We then make this data available through peer reviewed scientiGc journals and use it as

one of the steps to determine whether a vaccine update is required.

In addition, to meet U.S. and global regulatory requirements for our oral treatment,

PAXLOVID™, PGzer undertakes in vitro work (e.g., in a laboratory culture dish) to identify

potential resistance mutations to nirmatrelvir, one of PAXLOVID's two components. With

a naturally evolving virus, it is important to routinely assess the activity of an antiviral.

Most of this work is conducted using computer simulations or mutations of the main

protease — a non-infectious part of the virus. In a limited number of cases when a full

virus does not contain any known gain of function mutations, such virus may be

engineered to enable the assessment of antiviral activity in cells.

In addition, in vitro resistance selection experiments are undertaken in cells incubated

with SARS-CoV-2 and nirmatrelvir in our secure Biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratory to

assess whether the main protease can mutate to yield resistant strains of the virus.

It is important to note that these studies are required by U.S. and global regulators for all

antiviral products and are carried out by many companies and academic institutions in

the U.S. and around the world."

In a Substack commentary,  Dr. Robert Malone noted that PHzer "only denies directed evolution

as a component of vaccine development, but leaves that research door open for ongoing

research supporting Paxlovid … They literally say they engineer viruses that don't even exist

outside of simulations … There's also no direct response suggesting that Mr. Walker was lying.

Interesting … Doesn't look like they denied anything."

Worldwide Media Blackout

Not surprisingly, while this is clearly one of the biggest stories of the pandemic, legacy media

hasn't printed or said a word about it, except for Fox News host Tucker Carlson (see video above).

The U.K. Daily Mail did post a summary of the video, but the article was taken down minutes

later.  YouTube also blocked and removed the video for violating community guidelines on

COVID-19 vaccines, but by then it had already racked up more than 20 million views.

If you haven't seen it, you can view Part 1 on the Project Veritas website. Carlson also featured

parts of it in his report. Part 2, which shows Walker's response when O'Keefe confronted him

about what he’d said, is embedded below.

According to Project Veritas, there's also more undercover footage of Walker that they haven't

released yet. If you're in New York City, you can stop by PHzer's headquarters at 235 East 42nd

Street and view the video "live." Project Veritas parked a van with video screens on all sides right

outside their obce, with the video playing on a constant loop.10

In his Substack commentary,  Malone also reviewed evidence suggesting a massive

collaboration between PHzer and Google took place in the hours after the video's release to

censor online searches and memory-hole anything related to Walker:

"Almost immediately after the Grst Veritas video dropped, we all got a masters class in

the amazing power and capabilities to control narrative and information which PGzer has

assembled …

People are hitting Google like crazy with queries regarding Jordon Walker, PGzer and
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P/zer Admits 'Directing' the Evolution of COVID-19 Virus
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

January 25, 2023, Project Veritas released an undercover video of Dr. Jordon Trishton Walker, director of Research and Development for

Strategic Operations and mRNA ScientiHc Planning at PHzer, discussing an internal plan to “direct the evolution” of the COVID-19 virus in

order to make more money from COVID boosters

'

According to Walker, PHzer is doing research to make the virus “more potent,” and this research is “ongoing”'

Walker explains how the drug industry has captured American regulators, and states that while it’s good for the industry, “it’s bad for

everyone else in America”

'

At 8 p.m., January 27, 2023, two days after Project Veritas released the video, PHzer Hnally published a response which, oddly enough,

seems to substantiate rather than refute Walker’s claims

'

PHzer basically denies using “directed evolution” in its vaccine development, but suggests it may be used in ongoing Paxlovid-related

research

'
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Veritas. As they did when I said 'mass formation psychosis' on Rogan #1757, Google

manually interferes with the searches, returning wishy washy 'these results are changing

rapidly' screens instead of actual links.

So, now we have a pretty clear smoking gun involving collusion between PGzer and

Google to suppress the story. Then everything, anything, having to do with Jordon Walker,

MD gets memory holed. Wiped from the internet, including the Wayback machine.

And then the chaos agents, bots and trolls descend on all social media channels. Sowing

doubt that Jordon Walker is even a real person. Floating paranoid conspiracy theories

that this is all a big deep-fake set up of Veritas, O'Keefe and myself.

Which of course get ampliGed by the usual actors. Now THAT is an example of Fifth Gen

Warfare power! And by the way, I gently advise that readers who were aware of this as it

was happening set a check-bit in their brains on the names of those chaos agents who

actively promoted this false narrative …

PGzer legal … Gnally dropped a response at 8:00 PM EST Friday night. Again, classic

textbook timing. Designed to bypass the Friday PM news cycle and more importantly to

give Wall Street maximal time to digest the news before opening bell next Monday. These

guys are professional grade.

To recap, they have shut Google searches down, memory holed/scrubbed the internet,

deployed an army of bots, trolls and chaos agents to cause confusion and doubt on

social media, and almost completely suppressed any coverage of the story by the many

corporate media outlets that they have been pumping money into over the last three

years."

McCullough and Kirsch also discussed Project Veritas' drop on Tommy Carrigan's podcast, below.

The COVID Cash Cow

PPzer has made record-high revenues these past two years and it seems the waterfall-like

cashmow may have gone to their heads. In 2021, they had a net revenue of $81.3 billion  — a 92%

operational growth in revenue from 2020 — and in 2022, they raked in $100.3 billion, more than

half of which came from COVID jabs and Paxlovid.  It's worth noting that BOTH of these drugs

promote COVID reinfection, which in itself appears to be part of PHzer's revenue-growth strategy.

With uptake of boosters dwindling, they expect revenues to drop by 33% in 2023,  and that's

despite quadrupling the price of the shots. Still, that revenue stream is relatively secure, as the

the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Advisory Committee on Immunization

Practices (ACIP) has added the unlicensed shots to the U.S. childhood, adolescent and adult

vaccine schedules.

The European Union is also considering paying more for fewer doses, as governments already

have too large a stockpile, so PHzer will make out like a bandit there too.

The question now is, is PHzer also mutating the COVID virus to keep demand for reformulated

boosters going? If Walker is telling the truth, the answer appears to be yes. In January 2023,

PHzer suffered the largest monthly loss of value since 2009,  and down-trends are never viewed

favorably, no matter how much money they've already made.

That's one of the problems with many companies. They must continue to grow, but how do you

surpass the success of more than doubling growth in just two years? In this case, could they be

resorting to crime to keep milking the cash cow that is COVID?

Sen. Ron Johnson Calls for Investigation

It'll be interesting to see what happens next. PHzer's Hnancial downturn occurred before Walker

spilled the beans on PHzer's plans and made himself, and therefore the company, appear foolish,

shallow, callous and incompetent at best, and criminal at worst. Just how many scandals and

how much criminality will the American people and Congress accept before they say "Enough"?

Time will tell. For now, in response to Project Veritas' undercover video of Walker, Sen. Ron

Johnson has taken the lead and is calling on Congress to investigate vaccine manufacturers and

the COVID jab approval process. In a January 26, 2023, tweet, Johnson wrote:

"Federal health agencies have been captured by Big Pharma and grossly derelict in their

duties throughout the pandemic. It's time for Congress to thoroughly investigate vaccine

manufacturers and the entire COVID vaccine approval process."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The WHOLE story and nothing but the FACTS! Project Veritas sadly has chosen to not get all the FACTS straight. AND, not give credit

where credit is due because of the $$$'s blinding O'Keefe with more Cents. CHACHING!!!! Follow the work of George Webb an AMAZING

Citizen Journalist who doesn't need to sensationalize but should be given the credit for the FACTS in this!!! He got my respect when the

whole Russian Collusion was taking place being spot on about the Ukrainian inmuences with the democrats, bioweapons labs and pay

offs. Add this as a follow up Dr. Mercola cuz the story is gonna get even juicer!

georgewebb.substack.com/p/okeefe-v-webb-sensational-v-real?utm_source=..
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every single day i get proof of wrong doing, breaking the law, the cover ups, the court orders and I dont see any prosecutions at all.

When will this turn around, when will the tipping point begin so that we can round up these - i cant think of a word for them!!!
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Yes, we need complaints and positive results to be able to believe that justice is acting and punishing the serious corruption

crisis. DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH CALLS FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS IN EVERY US STATE WHERE COVID GENE INJECTION

VACCINE IS CAUSING FATAL HEART DAMAGE; IT'S VACCINE UNTIL PROVEN OTHERWISE; 71% DIE IN SLEEP!. Go after illegal

advertising Hrst, those who advertised that the shots were safe and effective! Criminal charges! Charge too with fraud, lives have

been lost, MASS negligent homicide charges! CRIMINAL CHARGES: Top U.S. Cardiologist calls for the Bill Gates Foundation,

World Economic Forum, World Health Organization, U.S. Government, Pharmaceutical Suppliers and others to be charged with

illegal advertising, fraud and mass negligent homicide.

 palexander.substack.com/p/boom-dr-peter-mccullough-calls-for?utm_sourc..  (01/18/2023)
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We must also congratulate the Croatian MEP for denouncing the serious damage of "vaccines" and those who denounce the

people who are allowing this genocide, and praise the Doctors who are punished for using early treatments and life-saving

protocols. Dr Sam White and his legal team are seeking justice against the UK government, which they say is ignoring known

security risks associated with Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines". PJH Law says it has “signiHcant and irrefutable evidence” of

wrongdoing and the Metropolitan Police reportedly accepted this evidence as part of the complaint Hled. A crime reference

number was then issued for “Misconduct in Public Service”. "Several government departments and, in particular, people in

government and public obce have been magged as criminals and we have evidence to support this."

www.theepochtimes.com/uk-government-obcials-face-police-investigatio..
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I wonder the same thing. When will the tipping point be reached? Are we going to win in the end?
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As my husband always says in these instances "Show me the money Jerry".
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I think it will happen as public pressure mounts, massively and society-wide. That is exactly why the censorship machine is in

place. The violent thugs are very, very afraid, let's be clear about that. The last thing that they want to see is the truth coming to

the light of day. And that is just where we, the people of conscience and sound mind, are going to undercut the bastards. It is

time to send the Project Veritas Hlm around just widely! I suggest, as strategy, to send it to the school parent-teacher association

boards, to school principals, college newsletter editors, lawyers and civil liberties organizations.

Send it to grassroots organizations. Then the truth will out alright, and there will be nothing, but I mean nothing, that the guilty

thugs can do to stop their violence from being known , recognized, boycotted, undercut and Hnally, prosecuted. Judges act based

on public pressure, and also are inclined to rule accordingly. Let' s roll up our sleeves and get going! Car parades might not be a

bad idea either, playing mounted video footage of the Project Veritas Hlm, given their permission to do so. An idea whose time

has come?
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PHzer's intent is clear: to create a for-proHt disease model that allows customers to receive their lifetime doses of drugs and mRNA

injections for all diseases, so that each injection feeds another disease and destroys the system. immunological. PHzer will always

have more drugs ready to dispense, and so on forever. To treat the deadly side effects caused by its Fauci mu vaccines, PHzer makes

available Paxlovid, which the company now markets as a "rebound" medication for its "fully vaccinated" customers to avoid continually

testing "positive" for the Whuan virus or Vyndaqel that treats cardiomyopathy caused by biological weapons against C-19.

PHzer also has Eliquis, a PHzer drug marketed to treat blood clots, which just so happens to be another common side effect of the

company's Fauci mu vaccines. Sales of this blood-thinning drug were up 15 percent compared to last year, having generated $1.46

billion for the company in the most recent quarter. The pharmaceutical giant PHzer is intentionally making people sick into lifelong

pharmaceutical addicts who constantly need to be "cured" of their drug-induced ailments. more medicines from PHzer.
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PHzer's mRNA Wuhan coronavirus "vaccine" is sickening and killing millions. Those who survive are told that in order to continue

surviving, they must continue to inject themselves with new "boosters". Like heroin addicts, those addicted to the Fauci mu shots

have to keep getting their dose to avoid an early death. This means hypothetically endless cash mow for PHzer, which continues

to boast record proHts quarter after quarter. PHzer botched ivermectin by making it more dangerous and repackaging it as

"Paxlovid" to generate billions in new proHt. Co-administration of Paxlovid with drugs commonly used to control cardiovascular

conditions can potentially cause serious adverse effects.

We have also learned that PHzer CEO Albert Bourla, Ph.D., made "misleading" and "unqualiHed" comments promoting the use of

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines for young children during an interview on the BBC, as discovered by a UK regulatory agency. The

Prescription Medicines Code of Practice Authority (PMCPA), an independent self-regulatory body set up by the Association of

the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI), found that Bourla breached several rules in its Code of Practice for advertising.

dossier.substack.com/.../the-pHzer-way-produce-the-sickness  (2022)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/albert-bourla-pHzer-ceo-covid-vac..  (02/02/2023)

www.zerohedge.com/markets/severe-adverse-effects-doctors-warn-pHzers-..
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Gui, to follow the path dictated, demanded by the Predator$ Global Monopolies is to walk a Mobius strip. Once one is trapped on

it there is a never-ending wash, rinse and repeat. From illness to potions to dampen symptoms, to no real end to the original

illness often accompanied by more illness to dampen symptoms, to no real end & yada, yada, yada.
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Gui - as you know, the satanic death cult controls the globe via criminal maHa tactics/operations,

manufacturing/marketing/distributing the toxic poison "drugs" they sell, through unlawful "legal" channels, legitimizing their

dystopian criminal activities & intentions. The fake "virus" is nothing more than a massively over-hyped fraudulent Hctitious

hollywood scripted leading "star character" in the never ending releases of propaganda blockbuster hollywood movie

productions, with the only difference being that, in collusion with governments, NGO's, "scientists", health authorities, media, et

al, they went the AVR (augmented virtual reality) route & took it to the air waves & the streets, making automaton government

bureaucracies, institutions, big business, & the general public, supporting actors/actresses, for which, they knew most everyone

would buy into, without compensation, but, they got a "free" jab!.

Dr. Stefan Lanka offers humanity a tremendous opportunity to shed the grandiose falsities & "satanic rituals" we're deeply mired

in: Part 1: www.bitchute.com/.../liDfmfHRPRPG  ; Part 2: www.bitchute.com/.../CIUsHgYigZXa  . It's up to each (wo)man to

decide....
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In my analysis, bigpHARMa has been pedalling their vaccines and vax's for proHt, because they know that they ran out of cash

mow with the antibiotic resistance problem. So now the big toot is for vax's and vaccines. Well and great, but WHY don't people

ask the all-important question, if bigpHARMa already created the antibiotic bug resistance problem, what the side effects will be

of society-wide tweaked immunity, interacting with the antibiotic bug resistance problem? Some people are just fools. Fools! Why

jump for such a thing without thinking?

I call for panel discussions everywhere, of all sides of the aisle. Wouldn't the censorship machine love to squelch that! The

problem is, so doing, they are only PROVING their own dictatorial agenda, their fear, their own violence covered up, and their own

manipulations and proHteering motives. An idea whose time has come? Just let them try to censor such panel discussions!

(Please be very clear that I never want those discussions censored, but I do want to see the following): Proof positive, and

checkmate!
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Big Pharma is the #1 business model for the USA. With nearly $32 Trillion in debt, the interest the USA pays every year on that debt is

more than $500 Billion! That means they have to come up with something substantial to offset these debts. In other words, the

pharmaceutical industry didn't just buy out our government, the two married each other. They are one in the same. It is the MAFIA! It's is

a perfect marriage. With the inmuence the US Government has, Big Pharma can peddle their snake oil to unsuspecting governments

around the world and hold them hostage. It's the only way the USA can handle their massive debt.

It is organized crime. It's not just the US bidding for the top spot. China is doing the same thing. China has 1 leg up on everyone else.

They produce most of the ingredients required to make the drugs. The only reason for this is, once again, is PROFITS! China can make it

cheaper than anyone else. Combine corporate greed with the US's insurmountable debt and you get this situation we are in today:

DESPERATION! The writing is on the wall, Big Pharma and the US Government is going to FALL! They only make money if you are sick.

Just walk away from the medical system.
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SPOT ON!!!! And if you haven't followed George Webb whom I mentioned in my post do. Here's the link again:

georgewebb.substack.com/p/okeefe-v-webb-sensational-v-real?utm_source=..
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Desperation? LOOK at these US numbers in this latest tidbit of info: "Demand for bivalent doses is one million a week - 30 million

in freezers, 214 million on order - get ready for a massive "promo" by the White House, FDA, CDC and big pharma" - -

peterhalligan.substack.com/.../demand-for-bivalent-doses-is-one  - - people have caught on, the jig is not yet up (but those still

getting untested, non-uniform and dangerous shots may be beyond reach.)
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Smart insight, JamNJim!
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They can call for all the investigations they want. These people are untouchable. No matter what they do, nothing will be done until God

returns.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When evil and money controls the systems, including the JustUs system, they ARE untouchable. People can't even storm the

castles anymore. How do you go about doing that today?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/6/2023 7:55:00 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just how many scandals and how much criminality will the American people and Congress accept before they say "Enough"? By the

looks of things, the answer is as many as pharma wants.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cheating, stealing, lying at all levels...that is the new U.S.A.--'That country is run by organized crime.
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yea keep calling for more investigations. That will solve the problem. Ask instead how all of this gained a stranglehold on the world and

whats next?
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"investigations" are just Congress's gaslighting dog and pony show way of getting on camera and making the public think we

have a government of the people, by the people and for the people. Just as my interest in watching the self-serving

congratulatory Oscars has waned, I'll pass on this, too.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, they sent in a Fang-Fang? And, tell me, don't these people also believe against all evidence in 'evolution' when devolution is all we

see & turn up in objective, evident truth investigation.....blind leap & just-so stuff.....while also seeking to 'guide' it consciously? Whether

it's by undisclosed chemical craft, or by undisclosed technique & discipline craft....is it not still craft & idolatries? Vanity? And does not

someone have to 'cross their palms' with silver or repeat a few vain repetitions to support their covert 'mystery' & craft....whether its

called 'taxpayer funded' crapitalism or capitalism with at least some choice, whole truth-seeking, & buyer beware in the equation?

Critical thinking that doesn't mean automatic evil surmising? or selective, hypocritical handling of some truth rather than all?
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GoldenFlower
Joined On 12/11/2021 1:39:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PHzer, is a criminal corporation, just like without any sense of morality, or public responsibility. They are mass murderers, with the same

viiew of morality, as an individual psychopath.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If these morons of tyranny are manipulating viruses or mRNA injections, it's because the DOD has instructed them to do so. They have

been paid off. PHzer does not do in-house research...they farm it out to various labs.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See this protest in Holland using yellow, pink and blue 14,445 Post-it stickers, sticking them on the building of National TV News the

NOS, which pushed the vaccines, and silenced vaccine critics. Each sticker represent an excess death.

twitter.com/.../1621839502439337984  On the Post-its stickers, there are often written RIP with names and date of people. that died

after vaccination, often with the words: "Died Suddenly". Other stickers is from people who are vaccine injured, like heartdisease, etc. In

between the stickers there are A4 size white papers saying: * 14,445 excess deaths in 2022 * Media = Virus. * Each Post-it is an excess

death * Why so many died "suddenly"? * NOS - Why you silence now? * We demand investigation. #### Also they had posters and

banners saying: 1) It only stops when we say NO. 2) Turn off the TV and turn on your brain. 3) Media Stop Lying. 4) Is the media corrupt?

www.youtube.com/watch
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some ideas for posters, stickers, Please response with ideas for other slogans: * Sudden Deaths Silence by MSM. * DoD Targets

Us * Constitution ignored by DoD * Excess death cover-up * Vaccines bypassed constitution * Fake Media = more vaccines

deaths * Fight Fake News jab advice * Murder by Injection * Attack on Humans * Secret DoD take-over * Your rights stolen (or

violated) * Warning To Resist Now * Awake Now Alert * Act before it's to late * Avoid (or Prevent) your Murder * Escape the DoD

kill-box * Stand up for your rights * Constitution is R.I.P * 5th Warfare is on us * Free your mind * Take control back * Stop

concealed control.

* Tear down Deep State Cabal * Our bodies attacked by DoD * Caution!! Vaxx = Biohazard (ad drawing yellow triangle and a jab

needle) * Big Pharma Deadly vaccines * 4,202 Fetal Vaxx Deaths. $$$$$$$ Hunter Biden’s Metabiota Labs Received Tens of

Millions of Dollars in DOD Contracts (10% for the 'Big Guy'?)

straightlinelogic.com/2023/02/02/hunter-bidens-metabiota-labs-received..  $$$$$$$ * 1) FDA had Data Showing 82% 97% of

Pregnant Women Injected with the PHzer COVID-19 Vaccine Lost Their Babies Before Approving the Shots * 2) SADS: “Sudden

Adult Death Syndrome” Explodes as Young and Healthy Adults Die Following COVID Vaccine Mandates 3) * 44-year-old Thai

Princess Bajrakitiyabha in Coma After PHzer COVID Shots Thailand to Nullify Contract with PHzer.

See the victims story and pictures of 1, 2 and 3 here vaccineimpact.com/2023/recent-data-shows-stunning-increase-in-serious-..
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is a Mad Scientist Set to Become Chief Scientist at the WHO? Investigative journalist Whitney Webb joined Kim Iversen on “The

Kim Iversen Show” to discuss the appointment of Jeremy Farrar, director of the Wellcome Trust, as the next chief scientist at the

World Health Organization. Farrar is also a WEF member . Witney Webb: “Ferrar is a former lead director of the Welcome Trust.

This is a subsidiary of pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSMithKline, a company involved in many drug scandals. Welcome Trust is one

of the UK's largest sponsors of pharmaceutical research. According to Witney Webb, "Welcome trust" is as inmuential as the Bill &

Melinda Gates foundation in shaping health policy, but is less in the spotlight.

Farrar was the architect of several key WHO COVID-19 pandemic policy directives, including lockdowns, masking and mass

vaccination. “What we see with Farrar is a recipe for disaster when it comes to imposing experimental medical technology on the

population during public health crises. This is a guy who was very much invested in this stuff,” Webb said. Jeremy Ferrar works

closely with the World Economic Forum. At the WEF meeting in Davos earlier this year, Tony Blair spoke about the new generation

of vaccines and injectables, and the continued need for vaccine passports.

Jeremy Ferrar is a champion of the 'new generation of vaccines', which also includes covid injections. In fact, these are not

vaccines, but a form of gene therapy (i.e. the injection acts in the Held of genetic manipulations). “If what is essentially a power

grab by the World Health Organization gets put into force, then Jeremy Farrar will have essentially total authority to impose upon

member states what medical responses they would have to implement in the event of another pandemic.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/jeremy-farrar-who-chief-scientist/
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis here at Mercola recently asked us to suggest ideas for signs held roadside by ourselves and brethren that WE ALL may help

raise public awareness. Here are a few translated from/inspired by Pete's video: Stop The Lies; XInvestigate The Excess DeathsX

(the Xs represent jabs images); It Doesn't Stop Til We Say NO !; TV Off Awareness On !; MainStream Media = Nonstop Lies;

Pharma Owns/Is MainStream Media; Ask Your Doctor . . . Why They're Killing Us; Pharma Controls Google; PHzer & Moderna

Twin Murderers; The VaXXines Are Killing Us; They're Coming After Our Kids; Don't Believe Blindly Investigate !; Get The Facts

Not The VaXX
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Epi-cure, I like your slogan: Get The Facts Not The VaXX - You inspired me to a few more: ----> * * "Vaxx Deaths Cover-up."

* * MSM's vaxx lies killed people * * Justice for vaxx victims * * PHzer's Vaxxs Killed Love one's. * * MSM lies are extremely

dangerous to our democracy * * Resist Mass Murder <----- Yes Epi-cure, I have sent these slogans to Otis already, but I also do

this for everyone who became victim of the criminal vaccines, please put your names on the Post-it stickers and demand justice.

You can post them everywhere, like your supermarkets so lot's of people can read them, or put them on twitter, so we can create

a big resistance movement. Copy and/or print the victim pictures from

vaccineimpact.com/2023/recent-data-shows-stunning-increase-in-serious-..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, Not sure if you can get a translation of this: At Least 1 Billion Dead or Disabled from CV19 Bioweapon  Dr. Betsy Eads - -

rumble.com/v28dnoe-at-least-1-billion-dead-or-disabled-from-cv19-biowe..  - - found this late, not yet Hnished watching. Here's a

link to the Expose article: Government Reports & PHzer Documents prove COVID Vaccination is causing Depopulation & we now

have evidence it was the plan all along - - expose-news.com/2023/02/05/depopulation-covid-vaccination-plan-all-alo..  - - - Thing

is, Naomi Wolfe and her team of 3500 volunteers, has been digging deep into reduced birth rates, in some countries, like Taiwan,

number of replacement babies are not outnumbering those who are dying.
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Luc2347
Joined On 4/22/2021 9:50:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../3JIkS5N6Pxv8
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The absolute FREAKOUT by Walker once he realized his tinder hook up was not what he thought it was is priceless and so TELLING!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

$ : ) $ : ) $ not only are these clowns controlling global policy, Epstein didn’t kill himself. Publish the list and the frequency of visits!
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Egregious. Evil. Just plain EVIL.
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Hel4045
Joined On 5/1/2016 8:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still think this PHzer video is like Fake wrestling tv. WWF you know. It was allowed and an added distraction. Takes the heat off the

DOD.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you. Just too good to be true.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In watching the entire video, it was hard to miss how fast the PHzer guy whipped out the race card, as it was a trained response.

Meanwhile, several days later and nothing of substance has happened, nor should anyone hold their breath in hopes that it will. By the

day, PHzer and others are being exposed as charlatans, and their media handmaidens along with the politicians they've rented also look

bad. Yet, nothing else happens, which leaves the rest of us in a spot when the next emergency comes around. I somehow doubt that

obcials can expect the same levels of cooperation if they try shutdowns, mass masking, forced vaccinations, and other tactics again.

Some will go along, no doubt; even the worst regimes can rely on useful idiots to carry their water. But I suspect a sizable number will

resist and it may well get ugly. People are aware of the revenues that have been realized. The ones paying attention are also aware of

the "sudden, unexplained" deaths, the excess deaths, and the reports of vaccine harm that typically undercount reality. You'd think more

people would notice, but we're surrounded by folks who are only now noticing that egg prices have spiked.

We're in a time when a couple of months of no further price hikes is treated as a win over inmation, never mind that the year to year

difference is still substantial and not likely to recede. For every Ron Johnson, how many Pharma bagmen like Cory Booker are in the

Senate? How many people are still lining up for their next booster, oblivious to the storm of data swirling around them? How many more

tortured explanations will there be for the death of a 20-something in otherwise good health? I hate to sound cynical but this is where

we are.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good synopsis. I suspect it's even worse than that. Drag queen shows in Texas and generative AI. The pressure can only rise so

much before it all explodes.
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LittleDogLeslie
Joined On 10/8/2021 6:24:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The entirety of professionally state licensed practitioners has been captured: medical, dental, veterinary, mental health, allied health,

acupuncture, chiropractic, etc. While we’re creating parallel systems it will be important to build ethical systems of certiHcation that

provide platforms for quality client care given by ethical providers who meet reasonable standards. There are plenty of good human

beings providing excellent services. Yet as long as the state licenses are needed, the provider is captured. Third party payment for

services has effectively killed the existing system.
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mblazine
Joined On 5/13/2010 5:44:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God is here. It just takes the Troop Divine journalists longer to get to the mucky, mucky to TRUTH. FAITH is indestructible and self a very

small place. Follow the $$$ and therein lies the Fact Path to Truth!
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66stanggirl
Joined On 6/15/2022 6:44:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like it is time for PHzer to PHzzle. Corruption at its blatant Hnest, along with just about every other top-down structure these

days.
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are in a world of hurt.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tucker Carlson, "More than anything you got questions." Yeah, but just don't ask them on the internet or expect to Hnd answers on the

internet. Once again, Gain of Function - Directed Evolution, you say Po - tay - to, I say Po - tah - to, meh? What's the big deal, Fraudci has

set us straight, it's just science. Don't call it Grift. When Walker said, "I was trying to impress a person on a date — by lying," just shows

what kind of mindset is involved with those at or near the top of things.

Have you ever heard of anyone brag about how wonderful the person they are dating is the biggest liar in the world, it makes me so

happy? At the Local level, corruption, lying is not a virtue and is harder to pull off. Once there was a time when nearly all, if not all our

fundamental, basic needs were created if not by ourselves, Locally or immediate region we live in. What didn't directly provide ourselves

we depended on fellow citizens to produce properly. In the smaller circles a market exists and is moved by the citizens guided by the so

called 'invisible hand,' the unwritten rules recognized as decency and other upstanding desired qualities.

Those who engaged in dirty deeds were shunned, much as the Amish do to those who offend the decisions of their community. This

ability to see directly, to act directly is extremely hard to pull off in the Global Monopoly Structure. Increasingly, bad behavior is

protected and rewarded pushing the boundaries to continue with more of the same.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, from a health perspective, COVID-19 is practically not a problem. But from an economic, political, and ideological

perspective, COVID-19 is the most destructive threat our country has ever faced. Simply convincing enough people that it exists,

and that the only cure is mass compliance with communist-style "public health" dictates like masks and vaccinations, is

apparently enough to bring about the total destruction of national sovereignty, to put it on at the hands of the WEF and WHO.

"Vaccines only work if everyone gets them," they also program the masses to demand communist-style adherence to the "rules"

as a replacement for individual liberty and liberty.

If you really stop to think about it, everything the government tells us about COVID-19 in terms of how it is supposed to eradicate

it is based on individuals giving up their sovereignty and joining the “pack”. There is no longer any room for freedom of choice or

even freedom of thought, which is exactly how communist society works. Now two White House doctors, Dr. Anthony Fauci and

Dr. Ashish Jha, have urged Americans to inject themselves with the new bivalent booster designed to target the omicron strain of

the Wuhan coronavirus.

His calls came when the reinforcements taking on the Americans had waned. So what can we do: create new, more dangerous

A Primer on Medical
Gaslighting
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His calls came when the reinforcements taking on the Americans had waned. So what can we do: create new, more dangerous

variants so that people see the need for biological weapons and the entire arsenal of PHzer drugs to combat the health problems

created by gene therapy from mRNA injections. Objective: create a factory for chronic diseases to increase the business of

"vaccines" and medicines.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, if the scales of Justice were truly blind then Justice's scales would be tipped to show the Virus is a problem limited to a

narrow spectrum of our populations and could have, should have been dealt with in the traditional proven ways, it would tilt

heavily down on the whole WEF/WHO/Gates/PHzer/Fraudci farce exposing to many negatives to print here.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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We're gonna hang out the washing on the PHzer Line, Have you any dirty washing, mother dear? We're gonna hang out the washing on

the PHzer Line, Cause the washing day is here. Whether the weather may be wet or Hne, We just rub along without a care! We're gonna

hang out the washing on the PHzer Line, If the PHzer Line's still there
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teknical100
Joined On 2/10/2021 5:18:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If drugs cure people the drug companies have no customers.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly. A SICK society is just a good business model. Pharma learned this lonnnng before 2020. Just rinsing and repeating the

same gaslighting and manipulation of minds with it's deep ties within government, medical establishment and media
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock12, "A SICK society is just a good business model" and it also is a sign of an equally SICK business model and SICK

people. Some crazy types are begging on their knees for permanent prison and mental health treatment. It's called violent crime

afoot, and needs to be called out as such. Sheesh.
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bcdctf
Joined On 8/20/2019 12:41:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many have died from both the jab and going into the hospital with a bogus protocol you would think the masses would be going

crazy. Brainwashing is a real thing.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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The masses have already been driven crazy so very few notice. For those who do, it's obvious when a New Abnormal is being

inserted. Brainwashing already occurred, this last three years is just an update.
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Steveeeej2100
Joined On 8/17/2022 6:54:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The average person in our society is willfully ignorant and extremely deHcient in curiosity. They are " headline" informed and

happy to be so. Their attention to current events is focused on sports, inane television programming, celebrity worship and every

other kind of brainwashing induced by the media. In a time when information on a mass scale is available at the click of a mouse,

the majority of people in our society chose to remain ignorant.
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Andrew2084
Joined On 8/4/2021 3:49:51 AM
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Satanists reverse things and hope we don't notice. PHzer <-> Rezifp is of Hebrew origin and means in Hebrew: 'the Burner' or 'the

Ravager' an ancient West Semitic god of the plague and of the underworld, the companion of Anath, and the equivalent of the

Babylonian god Nergal (the god of inmicted death). He was also a war god and was thus represented as a bearded man brandishing an

ax, holding a shield, and wearing a tall, pointed headdress with a goat's or gazelle's head on his forehead.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...a bunch of PCR/genetic modeling hokum. Who wants to bet this 'PHzer guy' struggled mightily in high school Biology?
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gh/nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The level that the so called human race has shrunk to is, to say the least, depressing. This us but one facet of our civil’?ization. It is

identical in local government’s, the judicial system, all the upper agencies to an extent that almost all hope has vanished. Then we apply

this to all the world power’s, WEF, WHO, NWO etc etc  is there an end  It is probably like blowing smoke; but I have emailed McCarthy this

morning on getting the stealing of Americas energy resources presented and known to the American people. As they say that is

probably like trying to catch a far t’ in the wind. Can we the people sue Hr the mental anguish that has been caused  don’t we wish
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brianallen1, yes as for storming the castles, ask the Jan. 6 "insurrectionists" how that worked out for them.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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"To recap, they have shut Google searches down, memory holed/scrubbed the internet, deployed an army of bots, trolls and chaos

agents to cause confusion and doubt on social media, and almost completely suppressed any coverage of the story by the many

corporate media outlets that they have been pumping money into over the last three years." Yeah, but that does not mean that they can

stop a society of digital truthsayers from spreading word widely. And we bloody well will! I suggest strongly, that to send the Project

Veritas footage to school Parent-Teacher Association boards (PTAs) and school principals, and to college newsletter editors (Who are

vocal and passionate), will change the entire society-wide dynamic, if we ALL participate and EVERYBODY takes responsibility to do so.

Send it to lawyers too and civil liberties organizations. I also love the idea of parked car parades with mounted video footage, playing

the Project Veritas Hlm, with permission from PV. We have to be creative to undercut the censorship machine, and where there is a will,

there is a way! Had enough? Got change? GOOD! Thank you all.
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schreib69
Joined On 3/5/2022 9:46:45 AM
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I am a retired mechanical engineer. Seeing the tiny amount of only 3 micro-grams, to me, explains a LOT of the conundrum around

adverse reactions. A stamp(!) weighs about 0.03grams(3x10^-2 gm) . That is 10,000 times heavier than 3 mcg(3 x 10^-6 gm). As I

understand the vial protocol a vial usable for 10 total injections is used sequentially for 10 patients. So, logically, one would expect that

mother vial would have 3 x 10 or 30 mcg of mRNA distributed through it. What if the 30 mcg of poison is clumped together? What if it is

all at the bottom of the mother vial? Could the LAST person receiving the last dose from that vial get 10x worth of mRNA? Now, there is

also the logistics of distributing 3 MICROgrams of this poison equally throughout 20,000 doses for one LOT at the factory.

How is that done? Imagine. (0.02 x 10^6) x (3x10^-6)mcg = approx 0.06 grams . THAT is two(2) stamps worth. Again, imagine: slicing

up two stamps and distributing them EQUALLY throughout the volume of the LOT. Let's say each persons jab is about 2ml. Multiply

times 20,000 = 40 liters, about 10 gallons of saline. Mix this with two stamps cut into little pieces -- equally. THINK about that! You will

not be able to even SEE the 3 mcg individually. Without it having a marker of some sort(think muorescing particles under a microscope)

it is not able to be sensed even to count, maybe PCR testing.

. . ?! Finally, how about the unique protocol required to keep the LNP's(lipid nano particles encompassing each quanta of 3 mcg at

-100F(or so?!), continuously throughout its life cycle prior to injection? How is it possible to encapsulate the 3 mcg's of

mRNA(individually? or is this 3 mcg, more likely, spread out even thinner into 100's or 1000's of LPN's) while holding its temp lower

before it disintegrates, neutralizing the mRNA? I could go on. The POINT: it is a nearly impossible engineering problem to effect equal

distribution and dosing to 20,000 people in a LOT.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God's Word the Holy Bible says that "The love of money is the root of all evil." The health authorities are no exception this this truth. The

Covid virus and it's variants were geared to continue to make sure more vaccine boosters were needed to proliferate the virus and its

so-called vaccine boosters. This is a crime against humanity and those that are guilty should be brought to justice.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Just MORE Stage Show Entertainment !!! kinda like the Three Stooges ,this is stupid entertainment !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Meantime

~~~~~~~~~~5G goes up worldwide while millions are entertained by this garbage......5G will be the culling weapon and during the

PANIC and CONFUSION of 5G executing millions the will present to YOU THE NEW LIFE FORM
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DoraRay
Joined On 11/30/2020 5:03:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thoughts exactly. All that has the look of circus on wheels; anything to convince people that there is a deadly virus they need

to be terriHed of.””All the world’s a stage”.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM
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They needed to create a false panic so that people would be injected with metals. The metals then enable the brain tissues,

biochemistry and impulses to be controlled remotely by fyve ghee. Already explained by several insiders and scientists. If people

don't want to peel back their eyelids and they laugh at this, try reading the UKs M Oh D (Ministry of Defence) document. It

explored the ethical and other issues regarding being able to control soldiers' actions through control of their brains. You're

correct in that there's a lot of circus around so that people are diverted from the Hlthy and egregious goings on. The fyzer thing

was entertaining, though. At second glance, you think, well if they've allowed X bit of scandal to get out, what they're diverting

from is probably a whole lot worse.
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mrrobb
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Im just watchin'......Each 'Act' ,they toss out another BouncingBall....Hrst 3 years ago they has Bill Boards printed weeks befor the

Covid scam "Hit the Stage".........millions scoffed....than Radio and TV networks pumped it Up.......fanned the Covid19

"Flames"...than the Virus Scam was 'tossed out on the Stage' Millions rolled up da sleeves" LOL..than "da Mask" BouncingBall

was was tossed out.....two days later BILLIONS of Mask were donned..........Atta Boy...Monkey see Monkey do...what a joke!!!!

and Billions just "eat this crap ,up" Hey.Don't THINK....just Do Do Do..... Rolling On Floor Laughing My AssOff....I can't believer

there were so many non thinkers in the world.........I am Stymied !!!!!

Billions just don't take the time to question anything .....they just Follow the Bouncing Ball..........I am having a heard time just

thinking how really STUPID Billions of supposed to be "Educated People " are....and these Professional Educated People are??

and these are the people that Teach Students ???? these are the People making Medical decisions? and Judges and lawyers that

preform JUSTICE ????and the Professional People Elected to steer the Governments? and Military who kill and bomb and

slaughter for "Peace&Freedom? IDK is this is the Correct Earth to Live on........
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And aft6er the Mask BouncingBall......errr 1 or two..maybe 3? 4? 6786785??? Oh One Jab or 2? maybe 3? maybe yearly.?? mabe

monthly? maybe weekily? hey how about daily....?? maybe 05 5?? maybe New Variant>>>>>>LOL....yeah the Variant scam

works.......so now there is Onicrom and Preuivan and Mixicrom and ThisNthat-rom...LOL..........YES...I am on my 3rd bag of

popcorn!!!! Hey, a NEW SCAM ........yeah Da JabPassPort.....and 2 Metres and plastic cages and a BOOSTER Jab..ROFLMAO.....

Now like stated......people are starting to drop dead!!!

...soon Billions will drop Radio Frequency Poisoning....from 5 G frequencies of 600 megahertz to 4 Gigahertz and since no

medical people are trained in this Held........the brain trained medical people....same one who are 'Educated and owned and

licensed the Governments'. the same ones who 'Got Da Jab".....are doing what the are TOLD TO DO !!!!!!!!,,,,C O V I D Killed these

people.......ahh..don't mind the bullet hole in the head...it was covid!!!!!!!!!!.... Man , This make Rod Stirling "Twilight Zone" look like

a church picknick.....
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OH.......intersting how your Microwave Oven cooks your food using the Radio Frequency of 2.45 Gigahertz..........intersting how 5

G is allocated that same frequency area also......Hummmm Ever wo\nder why there are no dead bugs on you windshields ???? all

summer...spring......fall./no bugs to washe off the windshields........Humm.....wonder whyy?  seems Radio Frequencies of 600

megahertz to 4 gigahertz also Kills insects....along with bees and buttermies and most insects.....kinda kill small birds....and

since their food supply is gone well so goes d birds....and lizards..and snakes and frogs and turtles and some Hsh....bats...Oh but

who really cares.....less mosquitoes....Oh I KNOW.........My tinfoil hate is slippping >>>>

www.youtube.com/watch?v=urglg3WimHA&ab_channel=alyankovicVEVO  <<<< yeah....
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Yas I knMy spelin is prty bd. Not 2 menton da other grmr n erors n mitkes but I have s problem so I wath >>>

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Gv0H-vPoDc&ab_channel=alyankovicVEVOow
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If 5G has you worked up, what will 6G have you thinking? S. Korea plans to have their 6G network up and running by 2025:

www.koreatechtoday.com/south-korea-msit-invests-220-billion-won-for-ne..
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yes.
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I say WWF, not the three stooges. Their my refuge every week in this world turned upside down.
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yup.
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Up until appx 30 years ago, these .9, 2-5-6 Ghz frequencies were fairly harmless to the general population, as they were typically

contained to a narrow, cross-country, point-to-point MW radio antenna, narrow beamed radio path, typically around 30-33dbm

(1-2 watts), sometimes a bit more. Now these frequencies are being used with omni-directonal antennas radiating (sraying out

like glyphosate Roundup) at higher power and much higher frequencies.

www.fairviewmicrowave.com/rf-products/omni-directional-antennas.html
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It’s interesting how few people on this site reference chronic Lyme as a type of precursor to the COVID-19 nightmare. Regrettably, many

individuals experiencing the more severe repercussions of Lyme know only too well the devastating effects of a bio weapon (think Plum

Island, NY). The more accepted message? Chronic Lyme patients are mentally ill, or depressed, or cannot effectively cope with life (so

they invent or exacerbate the symptoms of a tick-borne illness, right)? This type of nonsense is similar to what a fair number of jab

injured now confront.
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Yes, ticks in the country is a problem. I am afraid to live in the rural area again, because of all the ticks I had to search for on

myself and the seed ticks are tiny! That is a good point. And I know a handful of people affected from ticks.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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I've been referencing Lyme as a corollary to the covid issue for 3 years. I have 2 permanently injured adult children with multiple

chronic health issues from Lyme disease. It has been 27 years of hell. Still no help or acknowledgement. Thank God this life is

short.
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UnpleasantPeasant
Joined On 1/16/2023 2:07:57 PM
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People are still afraid to be labeled quacks. And didya notice how many lyme sufferers bended the knee to govt and pharma and

went right out and got the clotshots even after all they've been through with the lyme? Can't make this crap up. Nobody learns.

Also it's not just ticks transmitting it, it's vector-borne.. think meas, lice, etc, and it is also highly likely to be congenital (so all

those sufferers who insist on getting better so they can fulHll their 'life dream' of being a bio-mom, just pass their lyme and

related infections right down the line, so that the kid gets to suffer autism on top of the usual mess of lyme symptoms, all cuz

somebody needed a baby to validate their own existence), andddd it has also been found to be sexually transmitted between

couples.

Not enough published studies yet but plenty of anecdotal evidence and research within the lyme community. Alan Macdonald is a

good starting point for more info on all of this, guy's been studying lyme and it's relationship to alzheimers since the 80s.
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